
Shibasaburo (1853–1931), a favourite pupil of

Robert Koch. Kitasato fell out with the

medical faculty of Tokyo Imperial University

after his return to Japan. This rivalry forced

his students to seek careers in the colonies.

The investigation of the medical network

formed in Taiwan and within Taiwan,

Manchuria, Shanghai, and Korea by this group

of medical personnel is one of the author’s

most original contributions to the study of

Japanese colonial medicine.

Another important but controversial

argument developed in this work is Liu’s

assessment of the health benefits that Japanese

colonisation brought to the Taiwanese

population. Until now, mainstream

historiography has credited Japanese colonial

medicine and sanitary measures with reducing

mortality rates and improving the general

health of the Taiwanese population during the

colonial period. Using extensive data collected

by the Japanese colonial authority, Liu

conducts an anthropometric analysis and

argues that these improvements were mainly

due to better income resulting from economic

development. The claim will no doubt incite

controversy among scholars studying colonial

Taiwan.

My only major criticism of the work

concerns the author’s writing style. There is

too much repetition in the book, and the

narrative and argument are sometimes difficult

to follow, especially when the author abruptly

changes the focus of his analysis. There are

also a few typographical errors that render

some sentences difficult to understand. Better

manuscript editing could have weeded out

these mistakes and greatly improved the

readability of the book. Some omissions in the

work are also regrettable; for example, there is

a good discussion of some of the photos in

Takagi Tomoe’s Die hygienischen
Verhältnisse der Insel FORMOSA (p. 110), but

the photos themselves are not reproduced in

the book. A list of abbreviations with

corresponding full names would also have

been helpful for readers.

At the present time, Prescribing
Colonization is the most comprehensive

English-language study of Japanese colonial

medicine available. It is an indispensable

reference for any further research on the

subject and deserves to be read by students of

both the history of Japanese medicine and the

history of colonial medicine.

Shang-Jen Li,

Institute of History and Philology, Academia

Sinica, Taiwan

Julie K. Brown, Health and Medicine on
Display: International Expositions in the
United States, 1876–1904 (Cambridge, MA:

MIT Press, 2009), pp. xiv þ 326, $45.00/

£33.95, hardback, ISBN: 978-0-262-02657-4.

The great exhibitions of the nineteenth

century were organised to show the industrial

and cultural progress of civilisation. Many

historians of recent decades have made

creative use of these well-documented and

spectacular material surveys of modernity to

explore a whole range of themes, and this has

especially been the case among those

interested in the history of science and

technology. However, so far, comparatively

few studies have analysed how issues related

to medicine and health were articulated when

the world was put on display. Julie K. Brown’s

overview of the four major American

expositions between 1876 and 1904 from this

perspective is thus a very welcome

contribution to the literature.

Brown’s study is organised as a rather

straightforward description and

characterisation of how health and medicine

were part of the consecutive exhibitions, both

as organisational problems and as subjects to

be displayed. She documents how health and

medicine were concerns in the planning and

building of the fairs. At least some medical

services had to be provided on site to the many

thousands of construction workers as well as

to the millions of visitors. A whole range of

sanitary issues had to be addressed when

planning and building such massive
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infrastructures from scratch. Epidemics, both

as fears and realities, were real threats to the

economic success of these private enterprises.

Furthermore, she provides a broad picture of

what was displayed at each exposition and

traces in some detail how many significant

exhibits came about. There is no shortage of

examples: companies producing medical

instruments; teaching material or hospital

equipment; governmental agencies overseeing

or providing healthcare; and scores of private

organisations involved in civic or municipal

improvement, brought together in sections on

‘social economy’, were all competing for the

visitors’ attention.

The descriptions are based on meticulous

archival research, primarily on the work of

committees and exhibition organisers, and

Brown also provides a rich selection of visual

material: a large number of photographs,

cartoons and construction drawings are

reproduced, and thirty additional images are

available on the publisher’s website. However,

her commitment to the administrative records

also structures the narrative of the events. By

choosing an insider’s perspective, a lot of

information on how politics, organisational

struggles, and economic considerations which

shaped each exhibition is brought to light. The

detailed study of local concerns and

circumstances also provides good insights on,

for example, the reactions to the high rates of

accidents during the construction phase, the

difficulties for various organisations to

co-operate on group exhibits, or the budget

concerns when constructing working exhibits

or commissioning models. Nevertheless, as a

consequence of this chosen point of view, each

part of the exhibitions is primarily described

as the result of various constraints and

compromises.

Brown’s book is intended as a survey of

what was available to see and learn at these

four events, and it is described as a resource

for scholars to pursue more specific analyses.

There are indeed many aspects that she did not

have the opportunity to develop in this study,

for example, how exhibits were part of

ideological, professional and scientific

debates, or how visitors and reviewers

interpreted them. While displays rarely lived

up to initial plans or educational ideals, they

were heavily invested with meaning, not least

because the expositions had a particular status

and reached huge crowds. Furthermore, her

descriptions and interpretations are very much

centred on American exhibits and discussions.

The fact that these expositions were highly

international and that many didactic ideals, as

well as exemplary displays, were from

abroad, are important contexts to take

into account.

This monograph is an important

contribution to the literature and an excellent

resource for all interested in how health and

medicine were put on display for the general

public in the late nineteenth and early

twentieth centuries. It should inspire more

historians of medicine to explore the rich

archives and the expository culture generated

by the great exhibitions.

Frans Lundgren,

Uppsala University

Ina Zweiniger-Bargielowska, Managing
the Body: Beauty, Health, and Fitness in
Britain, 1880–1939 (Oxford: Oxford

University Press, 2010), pp. xii þ 394, £65.00/

$115.00, hardback, ISBN: 978-0-19-928052-0.

In 1938, King George VI made a statement

that will resonate with many Britons in the

twenty-first century. ‘Our bodies’, he declared,

are ‘instruments with which we have to work.’

His broadcast was part of an endorsement

of the National Fitness Campaign, which had

been inaugurated only a few months earlier.

The campaign set out to dramatically improve

the health and well-being of all British

citizens. The King followed his statement with

a declaration that would be less familiar to us

today. Bodies needed ‘education’, primarily in

order that citizens would be able to play an

honourable part in ‘the life of our family and

our country’. The duty to educate the body
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